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Violin Sonata (c.1960)
I Allegretto con moto
II Scherzo. Vivace
III Moderato

7’50”
5’21”
5’50”

Sonata No. 1 in A (1939)*
11 I Allegretto articulato
12 II Ostinato.

3’40”
3’12”

Andante semplice e sostenuto
13 III Scherzo. Allegro
14 IV Cyclic Variations.

C. W. ORR (1893-1976)
4
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THOMAS PITFIELD (1903-1999)

Serenade (after 1930)*
Minuet (after 1930)*

5’55”
3’44”

2’41”
5’34”
Allegro – Var.1 Tempo di ‘Scherzo’
– Var.2 Quasi lento, sostenut alla
‘Ostinato’

LENNOX BERKELEY (1903-1989)
6
7

Elegy & Toccata Op. 33 Nos 2 & 3 (1951)
I Elegy
3’22”
II Toccata
1’56”

PERCY M. YOUNG (1912-2004)
15 Passacaglia (1931)*

3’02”

JOHN IRELAND (1879-1962)
CYRIL SCOTT (1879-1970)
8
9

2 Sonnets (1914/15)*
Sonnet I
Sonnet II

16 Berceuse (1902)
17 Bagatelle (1911)

3’45”
4’49”

FREDERICK DELIUS (1862-1934)
10 Légende in E-flat (1916)

3’59”
2’50”

8’03”

Total playing time 75’34”
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DOREEN CARWITHEN (Mary Alwyn) was born in Haddenham, Buckinghamshire into a
musical family, and studied piano cello and harmony from 1941 at the Royal Academy of
Music. Her harmony teacher, William Alwyn, encouraged her to concentrate on composition,
and her String Quartet No. 1 (1945) was performed that year at the Academy in the presence
of an enthusiastic Vaughan Williams. After graduating, she took up a lectureship at a teacher
training college, whilst remaining at the Royal Academy as a sub-professor of composition.
Her first major success was the overture Odtaa (1946), performed in 1947 by the LPO under
Boult, to some acclaim. Also in that year she became an apprentice film composer at Denham
Studios, working under Muir Mathieson, and wrote and arranged music for many films,
including the official film of the Queen’s coronation. Her romantic association with Alwyn
had begun in the early 1940s, though hidden from Alwyn’s family, and in 1961 she set up
home with him in Blythburgh, Suffolk (but they were not able to marry until 1975). She more
or less abandoned composition from that time and devoted her life to Alwyn as muse,
amanuensis, secretary, housekeeper, and tireless promoter of his music. After his death she
established the William Alwyn Foundation to promote his memory and works.
The virtuoso violin sonata was probably composed in 1951 (she could not in later life
remember the exact date) but it was rejected by the BBC Music Panel in February 1952
(three “no’s” from Clarence Raybould, Gordon Jacob and Benjamin Frankel – the same trio
later rejected her Bishop Rock overture too, but her BBC friend Maurice Johnstone came to
the rescue on that occasion). She must have been greatly disheartened by this rejection (just
as similar treatment badly affected Thomas Pitfield), and this rejection effectively silenced the
work until its first recording in 1997. The performance by the present artists in St. Edmund’s
Church Southwold Suffolk on 10th October 2014 as part of the 4th William Alwyn Festival
was in all probability its first public performance.
The first movement is, in the composer’s own words, “characterised by the drop of a major
second and has broad sweeping melodies with a passionate middle section”. The second
movement, headed Scherzo, is a kind of hectic tarantella, with a flowing tune, this time
characterised by an upward second, set against the relentless rhythmic drive. The finale
releases the tension with a broad tune over rich triadic chords. A piu agitato passage leads to
a strong climax, “sinking to a trickle of triplets accompanying a high tune on the violin. A
nine-bar cadenza leads to the early theme of dropping seconds on the piano, and the violin
takes the music to a pianissimo ending.”

Mathieson (MM), who was a Newnham sweetheart and talented violinist, and to whom he
also later dedicated a movement of a piano duet suite. It is based on a plain Purcellian ground
bass, stated simply at first in the piano left hand, baroque fashion, which is eventually taken
over by the violin and ornamented as the piece climaxes, before a maestoso triple forte
closing statement of the tune in octaves in the piano left hand.
JOHN IRELAND’s two violin sonatas of 1908 (later revised) and 1917, and three piano trios
of 1908, 1917 and 1938 are high peaks of his output of chamber music. The early Berceuse
(1903) and Bagatelle (1911) were however intended for a very different audience – learners
and talented amateurs, and both were no doubt written with a view to capturing those
markets. The graceful and tuneful Berceuse was published by Augener as a Grade 3 teaching
piece, appearing in their listings alongside pieces by German, Somervell, MacCunn, Carse,
etc. The piano part is deliberately very straightforward. The sprightly Bagatelle, published by
Novello, was dedicated to the distinguished violinist Marjorie Hayward (later to give the first
performance of York Bowen’s Violin Concerto), who in 1913 was to give the premiere of the
composer’s first violin sonata accompanied by Ireland himself. It was orchestrated by Leslie
Bridgewater, presumably with the composer’s agreement, in 1916.
JOHN TURNER, September 2016
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are collections of miniatures, many written for children or amateurs, for whom he appeared
to compose with an innate appreciation of their capabilities. Larger works include a five
movement Sinfonietta written at the request of Barbirolli (actually for a symphony!) for the
Halle Orchestra, and concertos for piano, violin, recorder and percussion; there is also a
quantity of chamber music written for many distinguished instrumentalists of his own and
later generations, including Goossens, Evelyn Rothwell, Camden, Dolmetsch and Osian Ellis.
The first violin sonata dates from 1939, and became one of the most frequently performed of
his works. It was dedicated to R. J. Forbes, the then Principal of the Royal Manchester
College of Music, who gave the first performance with Arthur Catterall, at the time leader of
the Halle Orchestra. It was first published by Francis Day and Hunter in 1947, but
republished by Forsyths of Manchester in 1959. The first movement is fleet and sparkling in
character, with light and transparent textures throughout. The Ostinato, in quintuple time, is
both simple and touching. The Scherzo, with its touches of quasi-malicious humour, has a
contrasting trio section, with scalic melodies and dancing quavers over chains of sixths in the
piano. In the last of the four movements, the themes of the entire sonata are recapitulated,
in reverse order, super- imposed on a set of variations.
PERCY YOUNG was born in Northwich, Cheshire, and was educated at Sir John Dean’s
Grammar School and Christ’s Hospital School, before being awarded the Organ Scholarship
at Selwyn College, Cambridge. He was Music Adviser to the city of Stoke-on-Trent, and
Director of Music at colleges in Belfast and Wolverhampton, in which latter city he eventually
made his permanent home. Following in his parents’ footsteps, he had a lively interest in and
involvement with civic affairs. He was a prolific writer on a wide variety of subjects (including
football) and many of his books on musical topics, such as those on Elgar, Sir George Grove,
Sullivan and Kodaly (a personal friend), have attained classic status. Throughout his career
he championed the music of Handel, and was associated with the Halle Handel Festival since
its earliest days. On his ninetieth birthday he was honoured by the State of Saxon-Anhalt for
his unswerving support of music and musicians in the city of Halle during the period of the
GDR. His compositions and arrangements are many but not well known. His earliest works,
including the present Passacaglia, written whilst a Cambridge student, were published by the
Manchester firm of Forsyths, and it was in Manchester that his interest in Handel was first
kindled, as a schoolboy, by hearing a performance of Messiah under Harty at the Free Trade
Hall.
The Passacaglia was his first published work (1931), and is dedicated (by initials) to Margaret

WILFRED ORR (invariably known as C. W. Orr, and no relation to the composer Robin Orr)
was one of Britain’s most distinguished songwriters of the last century. Like Duparc, his
output consisted almost entirely of songs, some 38 in number, including 24 highly esteemed
settings of Housman. His close musical friends included Delius and Warlock. Until recently
it was thought that his only instrumental works were the Cotswold Hill Tune for string
orchestra (requested but never performed by Eugene Goossens), and one of his last works,
Midsummer Dance for cello and piano (a gift for Penelope Lynex, daughter of his friends
Richard and Nora Lynex). However the manuscripts for these two pieces came to light
recently in a catalogue of an antiquarian music dealer. The separate violin part of the Minuet
bears the inscription “Dedicated to that sublime, incomparable artist; the once-heard-neverforgotten MISS MERCIA STOTESBURY”. Mercia Stotesbury was a distinguished violinist
living near Orr’s home in Painswick, Gloucestershire, and (as Mrs. Salusbury Baker) she
founded the Painswick Music Society in 1946. She was apparently the first female violinist to
appear on television after World War II, and during that war she and her husband invited
many professional musicians to make music at their Pitchcombe home.
There is no evidence that these two harmonically subtle yet melodious pieces were ever
publicly performed prior to their performance by the present artists in St. Edmund’s Church
Southwold Suffolk on 10th October 2014 as part of the 4th William Alwyn Festival). Orr
appears never to have mentioned them to any of his correspondents, or to his biographer Jane
Wilson. It is unclear whether they were intended to be performed separately or together, or
indeed whether they were intended to form part of a larger suite with other movements not
then composed. The manuscripts are undated.
LENNOX BERKELEY greatly admired the violin playing of the Canadian born violinist
Frederick Grinke (1911-1987). Grinke had played in the first performance at the Wigmore
Hall of his 1943 String Trio, with Watson Forbes and James Phillips, and in 1961 he was to
write for him Five Pieces for violin and orchestra (his only other work from that year was also
for violin and orchestra – a Concerto for Menuhin). The three pieces comprising Berkeley’s
Op. 33 (all commissioned by Grinke) were composed in 1950 and were originally intended
as separate pieces, though the Elegy and Toccata are now almost invariably played together.
The first piece of the three was a substantial Theme and Variations for solo violin, first
performed by Grinke in Zurich on 8th September 1950, and all three pieces were played (with
Ernst Lush on the piano in the Elegy and Toccata, having their premiere on that occasion) at
Broadcasting House on 27th September in that year. The Elegy was subsequently arranged for
string orchestra. It is a wistful and restrained piece, in Berkeley’s most winning manner, and

pairs ideally with the high spirits of the Toccata, which has a momentum that never pauses
to take breath.
CYRIL SCOTT met Fauré, Ravel and Debussy in Paris in the early years of the twentieth
century. In his early autobiography, My Years of Indiscretion (Mills and Boon, 1924) he tells
us that he showed to Debussy some of his compositions that he thought ”worthy of his
interest”. These apparently included ”one or two short violin pieces”. He says that he last
saw Debussy in 1913, and as the Sonnets were published by Schott in 1914, it is entirely
possible that these were the pieces in question. Scott’s early biographer, A. Eaglefield Hull
(Cyril Scott, Composer, Poet and Philosopher, Kegan Paul, 1918), commented as follows on his
violin writing: “Scott is particularly intimate with the violin tone; not only does he handle all
the older violin technique freely and nimbly but he has brought many new devices and effects
into the combination. His pieces will not comment themselves to the old-fashioned violinist
who expects the pianist to play the Cinderella to him, to keep his few simple chords well in
the background, to pause servilely whilst he gambles through a long and meaningless cadenza
and to gallop madly home with the postludial chords.” Hull regarded the Sonnets, which he
says are in Scott’s “non-tonal” style, as two of the composer’s loveliest works. The two pieces
are stylistically totally dissimilar. Sonnet I (dedicated to the Australian born violinist Daisy
Kennedy) has a simple continuous bell-like accompaniment of naked sixths, over the almost
constant tolling of which the muted violin floats a gentle and rather wayward soliloquy.
Sonnet II (dedicated to the German born violinist Fritz Rothschild) has a harmonically subtle
accompaniment , the piano right hand being generally in rhythmic unison with the violin.
This piece has a central section of fluttering tremolandi, a passage which Eaglefield Hull
describes as “an episode of indescribable weirdness – it must be heard for it refuses to be put
into words.” The Sonnets were published with the following prose passage: “Like two blessed
ones before God they look into each other’s eyes and souls – Like a zephyr caught and
continued by two swaying roses, the wordless sigh of bliss floats to and fro between the
trembling lips, the breast inhaling it in eager draughts and, all quivering and transported,
letting it expire slowly.” (Jean Paul).The listener must decide for him or herself the
significance of those words!
The Légende, written by FREDERICK DELIUS in Paris (hence the French title) exists in two
versions, one with piano and the other with orchestra. The piano version was published by
the Manchester firm of Forsyths in 1916. The orchestral version is in a manuscript dated
Paris 1895 and this version was played in the composer’s first British showcase concert in
May 1899, but the precise date of the piano version is unknown. The composer’s first

(acknowledged) violin sonata was given its premiere in the Houldsworth Hall, Manchester on
24th February 1915 by R. J. Forbes and Arthur Catterall, in the presence of Delius himself,
and repeated in London on 29th April, again with the composer present . The latter concert
also included the piano version of the Légende. As Forsyths were then agents for the Halle
(Catterall being the leader) and also had a close connection with the Royal Manchester
College (Forbes being on the staff), this would appear to explain why both the Légende and
the first sonata were published by that firm in 1916 and 1917 respectively. Presumably Delius
had by then made the acquaintance of members of the Forsyth family. A possible supposition
might be that the piano version was prepared for Catterall on the basis of an earlier piano and
violin sketch score for the orchestral version. Certainly the piano part seems to forehadow
many of the colours and textures of the orchestral version; and the absence of an initial tempo
indication at the start of the published piano version, as well as the omission of four bars of
orchestral climax, might tend to suggest this too. The music itself is rhapsodic and sensual,
but surprises the listener with a speedy moto perpetuo passage at the end, the soloist being
instructed to play both spiccato and muted. Bearing in mind the title, it is likely that the piece
is programmatic, but if so the composer left no clues as to the subject matter.
THOMAS PITFIELD was born in Bolton. His father was a joiner and builder, and his
mother a dressmaker. Although from infancy he had first artistic and then musical leanings,
these were denigrated by his conformist family, and at the age of fourteen he was “pitchforked
protestingly” (his own words) into a seven year apprenticeship in engineering. His savings
during this period did however afford him a year’s study of piano cello and harmony at the
Royal Manchester College of Music. After attempting a freelance career as a musician,
commercial pressures dictated a change of direction and he won a scholarship to study art
and cabinet-making at the Bolton School of Art. During his years as an arts and crafts teacher
in the Midlands (coincidentally living just yards away from Percy Young), he became
increasingly known as a composer, due to the help and encouragement of Hubert Foss, of the
Oxford University Press, which published many of his compositions and commissioned for
the Press cover designs (including that for Britten’s Simple Symphony), greetings cards,
folksong translations and book illustrations. In 1947 Pitfield was invited to teach composition
at his old College, and remained on its staff (through the transition to the Royal Northern
College of Music) until his seventieth birthday in 1973. In a long and fruitful retirement in
Bowdon, Cheshire, he continued to pursue both his musical and artistic interests until well
into his nineties.
As a composer Pitfield was essentially self-taught. Most of the works in his substantial output
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